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7. The Haunted Descri
Half Cumbrian, half Pyrencan, powdered with the last
spring snows, the Rockies keep their watch between the
Great Plains and the sea, But they were behind us now,
and we rolled steadily across a landscape almost entirely
composed of pure geology. For the night had wrought
a strange transformation, Ourselves were wholly un-
changed. We were all there—the patient traveller, the
fretful child in Number 8 and her indifferent mother, and
the large gentleman from Denver with a Kiwani emblem in
his buttonhole and an unquenchable belief in Buicks for all
wayfaring emergencies (enumerated one by one and dwelt
upon with loving detail). George, the generic Pullman
porter, slept in attitudes of infantile abandon or engaged in
endless disputations with a visiting colleague—George no
less—from the next coach that rumbled with dignity in front
of us under the preposterous surname of Begonia (our own
was Myosotis). A hopeless vendor still did his best in face
of every discouragement to tempt us with candies from the
town behind or papers from the town in front; and each
of us repelled his advances after our own fashion—the
traveller by reading French to show that he was European
and therefore immune from such desires, the gentleman from
Denver by an uninterrupted flow of narrative. Someone
was peeling oranges, For the night had left us quite un-
changed ; and our little caravan rolled on, an island of in-
difference, across the changing landscape.
All its contours were lower now. The rich profusion of
geology, which would have drawn tears of gratitude from
Professor Tyndall, was sinking fast; and no more self-
explanatory hills exhibited their strata. The heights were
now unlikely hummocks that stirred a faint memory of
Sheba's Breasts; and the levels held occasional pastures,
where the green was dun and the dun reddish. So we rolled
endlessly behind the dreary clangour of our locomotive's bell
across the red distances of the desert. For the caravan still

